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It’s more than just knowing  
someone’s name
Personalization — everyone’s doing it. It’s evolved far past the <insert name> line in  
newsletters, and has branched out into targeted content, customized customer journeys  
and tailored experiences that feel one of a kind. Just calling a customer by their name  
doesn’t cut it anymore. 

A successful personalization strategy is critical to delivering engaging digital experiences.  
But without the right process and tools, it can be difficult to build personalization that actually 
works like you want it to. According to a study by Gartner, brands risk losing 38% of customers 
to poor marketing personalization efforts.1 This workbook is meant to get you started on your 
personalization journey — fast. 

1 Gartner Press Release, “Gartner Survey Shows Brands Risk Losing 38 Percent of Customers Because of Poor Marketing 
Personalization Efforts,” March 11, 2019. https://www.gartner.com/en/newsroom/press-releases/2019-03-11-gartner-survey-
shows-brands-risk-losing-38-percent-of 

In this workbook, we’ll cover:

• How personalized content leads to engagement

• Why you need a new playbook for personalization

• Steps to implement intent-based personalization

• Five quick wins to get you started

• How to build a personalization stack with Contentful and Uniform
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Typical barriers to personalization

1. Deciding where to start and how to prioritize 
personalization efforts can be overwhelming  
and lead to paralysis by analysis. 

2. Believing that it takes someone experienced in 
personalization to get started. 

3. Using a suite for personalization. Many associate 
purchasing personalization via existing suites with  
high startup costs — and they’re not wrong. Choosing  
a suite approach locks you into building according  
to vendor paradigms and roadmaps, often limiting  
your choices. What’s more, most personalization  
suites slowdown performance, which can negatively 
impact user experience. 

4. Choosing a rule-based personalization approach. Most 
personalization tools use complex rules engines built 
on “if, then” logic, which comes with high maintenance 
costs and makes accurate personalization tricky to scale. 

5. Unstructured content and data. For personalization 
models to work, structure needs to exist to train  
the model and deliver the right content at the  
right moment. 

!
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How personalized content leads  
to engagement
You visit a site for the first time and all you see is “Buy now,” “Sign up for emails” or “Get a call 
from sales.” At this point in your journey, you probably aren’t ready to sign up for anything. You 
just want to learn more about the product or brand. By neglecting to meet a customer where 
they are, brands run the risk of ending a customer’s journey before it even begins. 

You want to create memorable experiences that entice digital visitors to fall in love with your 
brand. Content is the heart of that strategy and personalization is how you orchestrate that 
content into the perfect story for each visitor. Content delivered at the right moment makes 
visitors feel known and understood — it makes them more likely to engage with your brand. 

Think of digital experiences as a series of interactions that build a relationship 
between your brand and your visitors over time. What would the chapters in  
that story look like?

Chapter 1: A brand and a visitor meet

Chapter 2: The brand and visitor get to know each other

Chapter 3–9: Many delightful experiences follow

Chapter 10: The visitor becomes engaged in what the brand has to  
   say or offer next
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Why you need a new playbook  
for personalization
Most personalization uses a third-party JavaScript to insert personalized content on  
your site during page load. This content is served from the personalization vendor. This 
requires sending data from a vendor’s server back to your page, which has a huge impact 
on page performance. 

When adding personalization to your stack, it’s important to mitigate these risks and choose  
a personalization approach that doesn’t depend on third-party scripts. By executing 
personalization logic at the edge/CDN layer, businesses can ensure high-performance 
personalization, a better user experience and happier visitors.

Privacy is another key consideration. In the past, the default was to harvest all possible  
data about your visitors. Now legislation, such as GDPR and CPA, restricts what brands  
can collect and how they use that data. Implementing a privacy-first personalization  
strategy — where data isn’t leaving your visitor’s device — requires more focus on the  
user’s in-the-moment intent to deliver highly relevant content.

While this approach has been the default for the last decade, two major things 
have changed:

1. Performance (page load time) is now a ranking factor in Google Search. Fast 
load time means better SEO, while poor load time can boot you to page two 
and beyond.

2. Most browsers are moving toward blocking third-party scripts by default.
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The new playbook: Your step-by-step 
guide to intent-based personalization
A lot of strategists focus on identifying and mapping content to personas but neglect to 
prioritize what a person wants in the very moment they are on the site. We recommend doing 
the reverse: Figure out what your visitors are looking for and how they’re progressing through 
your content. Then, use that information to determine which personas to prioritize.

Do this by understanding intent. An intent is a purpose for which a user is on your site.  
To identify possible intents, mine your data. Customer journey data is only useful as  
long as you’re able to separate the wheat from the chaff, so your previous choices in flexible 
and integrable solutions will help you here. They’ll help collect and map useful data so 
you’re making informed decisions. Effective personalization workflows influence customer 
experiences by decoding visitor intentions and serving them the right content  
at the right time.
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S T E P  1

Identify the intents visitors have on 
your site
Create a list of possible intents visitors have when they  
arrive at your site. It’s important to think outside-in. What  
is the objective of the visitors?

Having access to data will help determine intents and how 
different users move through your content.

Example of intents could be: 

• Looking for insights on Service X

• Getting a demo of Product Y

• Interested in careers

• Fixing an issue with Product Z

• Shopping products from a specific  
product category
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S T E P  2

Prioritize intents
Starting small and then expanding will help you to launch 
faster. Once you have a list of intents, the next step is to 
prioritize which are most important and can give you the 
biggest wins.

A model often used with conversion rate optimization 
looks at the number of visitors with a specific intent and the 
potential business value for your company.

You don’t have to focus on perfection at first. After some 
testing, you can refine your list. Your goal at this point is to 
create a system that ranks quantity and quality of intent. 

To do this, map intents on x and y axes using business 
value and total possible audience to help you decide which 
intents you should prioritize. The farther right an intent is 
in business value (the x-axis) and the further up it is on its 
potential audience (the y-axis), the higher it should be on 
your prioritization list. 

Start by creating content and journeys for the intents in the 
top right corner of the chart, and work your way downwards 
and to the left as you test and iterate on your assumptions. 

Awesome!

Great!Good!

Poor!

Prioritizing intents
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S T E P  3

Connect visitor intent with your 
business objectives
Start with your most important intent and connect that  
with the objective you’re trying to achieve. For example,  
if a visitor’s intent is to look for a new job, the objective is  
to show them current job openings. The more your 
objectives are aligned with your business goals, the 
more value you’ll create for your company through the 
personalization initiative.
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S T E P  4

Match intents with signals
A signal helps you understand — in real-time — what the intent 
of a visitor is. 

Once you’ve defined your first intent, objective and signals, 
add them to your personalization board. You can find a 
sample personalization board on the next page. 

Examples of signals are: 

• Coming from specific marketing campaign

• Accessing a landing page

• Content consumption 

• Events such as requesting to sign up  
for a newsletter
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Personalization board
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S T E P  5

Map the stages of the  
customer journey
Use the personalization board to map possible journeys 
based on the visitor’s intent. Select up to four journey stages 
that they would go through.

An example of a journey for someone 
interested in careers could be:

• Looking at current job offerings

• Learning about culture, value and benefits 

• Applying for a job

• Determining if the company is the right fit
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S T E P  6

What’s the objective of each  
journey stage
Often, early journey stages are less transactional than later 
stages. It might be too early to fill out a form and visitors are 
anonymous. For each of the selected journey stages, think 
about the key objectives you are trying to achieve and how 
you know when you are successful with someone at that 
journey stage. Add these to the personalization board.

Examples of objectives for the journey stages 
used in the careers example could be:

• View detailed job description

• View company at-a-glance video

• Submit job application

• Engage with detailed content about  
the company
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S T E P  7

Add content and interactions that  
will be most relevant for the given 
journey stages
At this point, the personalization board provides a clear 
framework for personalization. It’s focused on visitors with a 
specific intent and shows the journey they go through. Now 
it’s time to fill in the center of the board with the content and 
interactions that will be most relevant at each journey stage.

In our career search example,  
that content could be:

• Highlight open jobs based on visitor location

• Promote company at-a-glance video, show 
testimonials from employees and highlight 
corporate social responsibility vision

• Emphasize links to apply for specific jobs

• Surface “why” company content and  
case studies
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S T E P  8

Make it happen
Launching successful personalization is a balance of process 
and strategy. Completing the personalization board is a 
great way to guide your team through the strategic process. 
Once you’ve completed the above steps, you’ll have a better 
understanding of what visitors with a specific intent want 
to achieve and how you can provide them with the most 
relevant experience.

Don’t have Contentful 
and Uniform, yet?  
Jump to the quick start 
guide for help  
setting them up.

Learn more
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Now it’s time to put the plan into action. 
Here’s how teams can apply Contentful  
and Uniform:

1. Add the personalized content in Contentful 
and determine which components you are 
personalizing. Focus on the components  
that are most visible to visitors with the  
specific intent.

2. Use Uniform to add your intent, signals and 
threshold for the different journey stages. 
Now you are ready to launch your first 
personalization initiative.

3. Test, learn and iterate. Establish best 
practices for measurement and analysis so 
you can compare experiments to the default 
experience, and incorporate learnings for the 
next iteration.
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Five personalization quick wins
Here are some quick-win tactics to get you started on your personalization journey.

Real-time content behavior
Link content and intents within your content platform so users see  
the most relevant content.

1

Marketing campaigns
Create campaigns that send users to pages that reflect their persona/intent 
and serve them personalized content on the next pages they visit.

2

Events
Create real-time interactions on pages based on the user’s journey and  
use that for personalization. If someone signs up for your newsletter, 
change the sign-up component to the next best action. 

3

Cookie values
Store data on the user’s device and use that data to aid personalization.

4

Buyer’s journey stages
Create scoring frameworks to move users forward in their journey  
based on previous decisions and change content to be relevant to  
their journey stage.

5
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Q U I C K  S T A R T  G U I D E

Build your own personalization stack 
today with Contentful and Uniform
There are two easy ways to get started with your first personalization using Contentful  
and Uniform. 

1. Add Uniform to your existing Contentful space

2. Create a new stack with Contentful and Uniform

Both options will enable you and your teams to start a new personalization initiative right  
away — before the excitement fades.

Add Uniform to your existing Contentful space

1. Go to Uniform’s App and click “Install now”

2. Create an account on uniform.app

3. In Uniform, create a new API key, copy this and add to the Uniform App 
within Contentful

4. Contentful and Uniform are now connected and you can continue by 
following the steps for   Enabling “Optimize” on an existing Contentful 
space
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Create a new stack using Contentful and Uniform

If you want to try out personalization, you can create a new stack with a starter 
site that is enabled with personalization.

Once you have these components, you are ready to add Uniform and start 
personalizing content.

1. Go to uniform.app/?utm_campaign=cms_contentful

2. Create a new account and then select “Deploy a starter Jamstack.” 
This will give you the options shown below

Requirements

1. Contentful space (you can 
get started for free, no 
credit card required)

2. Netlify or Vercel account 
(both offer free accounts 
to get started)

3. GitHub account
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3. Select hosting and which framework the starter site should be deployed as

4. Once you have made your selections, Uniform will help scaffold your stack, 
add content to your Contentful space and, in less than five minutes, you’ll 
have a starter site that looks like this:
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Uniform is the world’s first vendor-agnostic composable DXP, built for today’s performance and 
scalability demands. A frictionless, pre-integrated composable digital experience platform 
gives companies the choice to continuously adopt traditional and headless best-of-breed 
technologies without replatforming, allowing businesses to deliver omnichannel orchestration 
with built-in high-performance testing and personalization – which allows tech stacks to evolve 
over time. Several top brands use Uniform to power their digital experiences, including Cirque 
du Soleil, Life Extension, Sunweb and Trimble. Learn more at uniform.dev.

Contentful, the leading content platform for digital-first business, helps over 30% of the 
Fortune 500 and thousands of brands around the world create and manage digital experiences 
for their customers across any channel. It enables greater speed and scale than traditional CMS 
solutions. Contentful unifies content in a single hub, structures it for use in any digital channel, 
and integrates seamlessly with hundreds of other tools through open APIs. Companies such as 
Chanel, Bang & Olufsen, Shiseido, Peloton, BP and many others rely on Contentful’s platform. 
For more information, visit contentful.com.
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